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Introducing GEMSTUDIO: The fastest and most powerful embroidery software available today. HARDWARE: Most
embroidery hoops available to the general public are obsolete. The GEMSTUDIO hoop is designed specifically for embroidery
software and is made with the same high quality products that you would use in any embroidery studio. WATERPROOF: The
GEMSTUDIO hoop can be used in water with the adjustable stand. PROFESSIONAL LEVEL: Simply put, the GEMSTUDIO
hoop is the most professional level of hoop available. The color and intensity of the embroidery design is displayed on the frame
in real-time. The design is easily changed and saved. Adjustable stitching sizes, thread counts and gradients make the
GEMSTUDIO hoop the most popular embroidery hoop in the world! Fastest: Produce a design in no time with ultra-fast editing
capabilities that use a patented buffer to save and store image data. Flexible: Adjust your design to any shape with an intuitive
design layout. Change elements, customize, and even remove a design element from the GEMSTUDIO hoop. Simple: The
GEMSTUDIO hoop and software is intuitive, easy to use and comes with everything you need to get started including a DVD
with custom software templates. SUPERIOR DESIGN: The GEMSTUDIO hoop and software are designed for quality. The
frame is made with the highest quality materials and is designed to last. The GEMSTUDIO hoop is made for you, the decorator.
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It comes with a 15-year warranty. PRICE: The GEMSTUDIO hoop is the most affordable hoop and software in the world.
TECHNOLOGY: Use the most advanced digital technology available to embroidery designers and decorators, resulting in a
beautiful, high-quality product. Most Powerful Embroidery Software: The GEMSTUDIO software can be used to design and
export designs from any graphic design software. You can create, store and load any design and stitch any design. What’s more,
it can be set to design and export any design, no matter what graphic design software it was created in! Advanced Editing
Capabilities: Using a patented buffer, the GEMSTUDIO hoop and software save and store image data. Using this technology,
you can view 82157476af
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